Bymbiosis Between
Science & Spirit
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Some years ago, I called upon gradually developed these
the great scientist Prof S deeper insights, notably
Chandrasekhar in Chicago with C G Jung and Transper
and asked him how seers of sonal Psychology The study
the Vedas and Upanishads of consciousness has now
had two astounding insights become a respectable area for
that have emerged in modern intellectual and experiential
science only recently
exploration. Albert Ein
The first is the concept of stein’s famous remark that
anantakoti brahrmnda, end “science without religion
less universes. The second is is lame, religion without
the concept of vast aeons of science is blind”, makes an
time through which creation important point. Before him,
passes, much like the ancient the Cartesian-Newtonianbelief that a single day of Marxist paradigm of thought
Brahma is 4.32 million postulated an unbreachable
human years long, so that his dichotomy between matter
one year corresponds rough and spirit. After Einstein
ly to the age of planet earth, and Heisenberg’s Uncertain
^ e n I suggested that per ty Principle, quantiun me
haps this knowledge came to chanics and extra-galactic
seers in enhanced states of cosmology, the situation
consciousness, Prof Chan has changed considerably
drasekhar seemed to agree.
Science is in one of its
In Indie traditions, con creative periods where old
sciousness is not merely an barriers are breaking down
epi-phenomenon of evolving and we can discern outlines
matter, rather it is the prime of a convergence between
principle that calls forth science and spirituality
these millions of worlds. The
I use the term ‘spirituality’
great icon of Shiva Nataraja advisedly, because ‘religion’
portrays this kinet
carries a lot of
ic imiverse in which
baggage, some of it
all things, from
negative. Spirituali
galaxies to sub
ty transcends barri
atomic particles,
ers of race, religion,
are in flux. The
THE
creed and nationali
drum in Shiva’s left SPEAKING ty Seers of all great
hand
represents
faiths have sought
TREE
creation, while the
to describe what is
fire in his right hand essentially an indescribable
represents its destruction in experience, whether it is
the cycles of time. Shiva’s the Beatific Vision of the
other two hands point to the Christians, the Bodhichitta
possibility of individual of the Buddhists, the Noor-erealisation amidst cosmic llahi of the .Muslims, the
chaos. One hand is raised in Ek Onkar of the Sikh gurus
a gesture of benediction, or the self-realisation of
while the fourth points to the Hindus. Clearly there are
his upraised foot as the path states of higher conscious
of liberation.
ness which are the heritage
The question of conscious of the entire human race.
ness and its evolution is one
This flows from the per
that has attracted some of sistent tradition of the light
the best minds in the world. that illuminates the universe
In India, we have developed — that of consciousness
over the millennia systems of itself. It is awareness of this
yoga which are surely the light in aU human beings
most integral exploration of that alone can become the
consciousness ever essayed cornerstone of a harmo
by himianity Indian civilisa nious global society What
tion took a unique turn — is needed is a symbiosis
our most creative minds between the inner and the
turned the searchlight outer, the quietist and the
inwards towards the source activist, and in the broader
of consciousness, and built dimension, between science
an entire science based upon and spirituality
creative introspection. The
(Extracted from Dr Karan
yoga-sutras of Patanjali, Singh’s inaugural address
for instance, are seminal at the symposium ‘Science
guidelines for exploring the and Beyond: Cosmology, Con
deeper recesses of our being. sciousness and Technology
Post-Freudian movements in the Indie Traditions’)
in western psychology have http://spirttuality.indiatimes.com
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Natural mildness
should be there in the
family Observance of
the vows leads to
mildness... Right belief
should there be
amongst family
members. Crookedness
and deception cause
unhappiness in the
li family Straightforward
ness and honesty in
^ one’s body speech and
mental activities lead
the family to an
I auspicious path. Purity
i reverence, ceaseless
I pursuit of knowledge,
I charity removal of
^ obstacles that threaten
i equanimity service to
others — these make
the family happy
^ Tattvarthasutra 6.18-24
❖

i I will make you of one
i; heart, of one mind and
li free from hate. Love one
I another as the cow loves
I the calf she has borne.
Let the son be loyal to
the father; and of one
i mind with the mother;
■Let the wife speak sweet
j and gentle words to the
s
husband. Let not
brother hate brother;
sister hate sistei;
i unanimous, united in
purpose, speak you
^ words with friendliness.
Atharva Veda
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In five ways should a
child minister to his
1 parents as the eastern
quarter: ‘Once
supported by them,
I will now be their
I support: I will perform
duties incumbent on
i them; I will keep up the
i lineage and tradition of
s my family; I wiU make
myself worthy of my
heritage.’In five ways
parents thus ministered i
to, as the eastern
quarter, by their child,
show their love for him;
They restrain him from
vice, they exhort him to
virtue, they train him to
a profession, they
contract a suitable
marriage for him, and
in due time they
hand over to him
his inheritance.
Digha Nikaya

"We will be together for all of your lifetimes, and we will never give up.". â€• Raava to Avatar Wan (The Legend of Korra). The power to
manipulate the power of the spirit or creature that dwells within the user's body. Variation of Living Conduit and Symbiosis. Energized
form of Amalgamation. Not to be confused with Soul-Bound Entity. Spiritual Host/Integration. Spirit Unity (Shaman King). Impact of
Science on Society , 24, 1, 41-51, Jan/Mar 74. During the past two decades advances in biology, nuclear physics, computer and
material sciences, and audiovisual engineering have brought a radically new dimension to most art forms and have stimulated the artist
and his innovations to breath-taking levels of achievement. (Editor/JR). Symbiosis is broken down into mutualism, commensalism, and
parasitism based on how two species interact in their ecosystem. Mutualism is where both organisms benefit, commensalism is where
one benefits but the other organism isnâ€™t harmed, and lastly, parasitism is where one organism benefits and the other is harmed.
The various species found within a single ecosystem can relate to each other in a variety of ways. The terms mutualism, commensalism,
parasitism and symbiosis all refer to the various ways that species within an ecosystem can interact with one another. What are the
distinctions between these different terms? ADVERTISEMENT. Two different organisms that live in the same locale can have a wide
range of interactions with one other. Not all symbiotic relationships are hunky-dory like the bees and flowers. Some are a lot darker and
altogether scary. For my example, I look to the ocean. Also, this isnâ€™t some film-worthy relationship between sea anemones and
Clown Fish (not unle...Â Many animals have truly bizarre symbiotic relationships. The simple description of symbiosis is a mutually
beneficial relationship involving physical contact between two organisms that are not of the same species. These relationships can be
held together through cleanliness, protection, transportation, and even finding food. At times, however, there is a thin line between
helpful and harmful actions. [ bryan winter. April 2, 2018]. Symbiosis is any type of a close and long-term biological interaction between
two different biological organisms, be it mutualistic, commensalistic, or parasitic. The organisms, each termed a symbiont, must be of
different species. In 1879, Heinrich Anton de Bary defined it as "the living together of unlike organisms". The term was subject to a
century-long debate about whether it should specifically denote mutualism, as in lichens. Biologists have now abandoned that restriction.

